Wednesday Study Group
Un i t ed L o dge o f Th eo so ph i st s , UK
Links added below to books and texts

November 2021

7 – 8.15 pm each week followed by The Secret Doctrine Vol. 2 study group from 8.30 – 9.30 pm.

Wed 3rd November
The Declaration of the ULT On the Lodge’s values and principles
1. The Dhammapada
Chapter 20: The Path, v. 8-10 (p. 65-66) + Commentary
2. The Key to Theosophy
“On The Misconceptions” to “… passion for gold.” (p. 258-260)
Wed 10th November
1. The Dhammapada
2. The Key to Theosophy

Chapter 20: The Path, v. 11-13 (p. 66) + Commentary
“I understand…” to “…and similar drugs.” (p. 260-262)

Wed 17th November
SPECIAL MEETING: Theosophical Movement 146th Anniversary ~ 7 – 8.30 pm only
Two talks, three short readings, and a Q&A panel
Contrary to popular opinion, Theosophy is not a manmade blend of different ideas from East and
West but claims to be the one esoteric Teaching or Philosophy which is the primeval archaic source
of all the truth that can be found in the various religions, philosophies, and sciences. Such a concept
can only be grasped when we understand what is meant by “Masters of Wisdom.”

Wed 24th November
1. Texts for Theosophical Meetings “Ten Items…” to END OF 1st ITEM (p. 10)
2. The Key to Theosophy
“Theosophy and Marriage” to “…lives to come.” (p. 262-263)
We invite you to stay for the 8.30 “Secret Doctrine” meeting each week if you are able.
Some other meetings are listed below, the programme for October-December has all of them.
Sunday talks & discussion meetings from 7 - 8.30 pm, online and at the Lodge.
Thursday meetups, a drop-in discussion on Skype (only) on any subjects on the philosophy, from 7 - 8 pm
on the first and third Thursdays of the month.

Students are encourage to read the texts before the meetings. The books and articles are linked above and
are also on the bottom right sidebar of the website. Hard copies may be purchased from the Lodge.

A man may be in devachan or in Nirvana while still in the body, if he has purified his
soul, for these are states and not places.
William Q. Judge, Letter to R. M. McKee
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